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It’s all about people ...
In this issue of Capital Magazine, we explore how new technologies are increasingly redefining processes
involving people within companies, ranging from recruitment to selection and from communications to
order picking. It makes for interesting reading, not least because many of the examples cited demonstrate that
technology does not so much compete with human beings, but has the power to amplify our most fundamental
human characteristics.
NPM Capital puts people in businesses front and centre, because, in our experience, the success of a strategy
depends on the people who devised it. In that sense, we are head-hunters of sorts in addition to being investors.
We focus on investee companies with strong competitive positions in attractive markets, while at the same
time carefully vetting the people who are ultimately responsible for making the success happen. This is a core
constituent of our role, as well as being a key focus for the members of the supervisory boards of our portfolio
companies, who seek to learn all they can about people’s capabilities and development, both at the board level
and elsewhere in the organisation. This is the only way we can safeguard the leadership of the future.

Get active!
Start your own campaign on
www.sportenvoorspieren.nl

For children with neuromuscular diseases

NPM Capital supports Spieren voor Spieren
NPM Capital is one of the main sponsors of Spieren voor
Spieren, a charity dedicated to promoting awareness of
children’s neuromuscular diseases by organising sportsoriented campaigns and events. The charity is endorsed
by several high-profile Dutch athletes, who act as its
ambassadors. Our donation to this organisation helps them
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to facilitate scientific research, diagnostics, treatment and
care for children with neuromuscular diseases. In support of
the organisation, NPM Capital will be hosting an athletic
event of its own (target date May 2020) for its business
associates and their families. More information will follow!

New technologies and the organisational dynamics they create have also changed the professional requirements
for supervisory board members. It is more important than ever to understand how organisations are changing
as a result of digitalisation and new technologies and to be able to assess what type of leadership this requires.
NPM also offers a continuous development programme for its supervisory board members, while at the same
time actively looking for people who are involved in companies at the forefront of digitalisation and the
implementation of new technologies for the supervisory role at our companies.
In this issue of Capital Magazine, we therefore home in on the role of people in organisations at a time of
technological change, including several examples of our own portfolio companies. We hope this will inspire
each of us to pursue further personal development with regard to this important subject – and that this
magazine will provide enlightening reading over the Christmas holidays.
We hope you enjoy reading this publication.
On behalf of the NPM Capital Investment Team,
Bart Coopmans, Johan Terpstra, Rutger Ruigrok and Koos Kramer
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New technology is increasingly seeping into areas which, until recently, were
considered the exclusive domain of humans. A pressing question is how the
world of technology and the world of people relate to each other. While no
ready answer is available, it’s clear that technology has the power to both
outclass and enhance typically human traits.
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Everything is Digital

‘‘The point of the campaign
was really to put ABN AMRO
on the map as a great company
to work for when it comes to
digital job opportunities’’
Nik Nieuwenhuijs
Position
Founder and CEO of CODE D’AZUR
Mission
Integrating creativity, strategy and technology into digital
campaigns, services and products

In early 2018, Maarten Bokhoven, Head of
Employer Branding at ABN AMRO Bank, contacted
Nik Nieuwenhuijs, founder and CEO of creative digital
agency CODE D’AZUR. Bokhoven told Nieuwenhuijs
his bank needed around 600 highly skilled IT workers –
who happened to be extremely thin on the ground. He
also asked if CODE D’AZUR might think about a way to
get young digital natives – who are being courted by just
about every company in the world – interested in a job
with a large corporation which also found itself dogged
by the poor image of the banking industry.
“We learned from initial talks we had with ABN AMRO
after they first contacted us that they believed they were
dealing with a communication problem, which could
be solved through the use of creativity and technology,”
Nieuwenhuijs tells us in his office on Amsterdam’s
Oostelijke Handelskade. “However, more, different
or smarter communication often does not solve the
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real problem at hand. So in this case, we turned the
communication issue into a question: How can the bank
create a compelling narrative that will get it noticed by
young IT graduates, and shed its image as a run-of-themill employer in the process?”
This challenge eventually resulted in The Lockdown:
a mobile escape room game powered by augmented
reality, which can be played anywhere in the world.
Nieuwenhuijs: “In creating the game, we looked 10
years ahead into the future of finance. Players are
presented with some pretty tricky challenges related
to blockchain, AI and information security, and must
prevent a financial disaster. Players only find out at the
very end of the game that it was created by ABN AMRO.”
The Lockdown was a massive success: the app was
downloaded 11,000 times in two months’ time, during
which people spent more than 1,500 hours playing
the game. The bank received more than 1,040 job
applications altogether, up 43 per cent from the same
period in the previous year. Yet Nieuwenhuijs does
not view The Lockdown as an aggressive recruitment
campaign. “While it’s true that it really expanded our
pool of applicants, the point of the campaign was really
to put ABN AMRO on the map as an employer that
offers great digital job opportunities. It was so successful
because we created something that was both very cool
and could be used as a type of assessment tool. As a
digital agency, we’re familiar with the target audience.
We knew this demographic generally loves games,

How information helps people to work more efficiently
A DHL distribution centre located in Beringe, a small
village in North Limburg, the Netherlands, is currently
experimenting with augmented reality glasses for its order
pickers. The frame of the glasses contains virtually no glass,
only at the top right. Workers wearing the glasses see a
projection telling them which shelving rack to go to and
how many products to retrieve from a box. They then put
the items into one of the six shipping boxes on their trolley,
with the glasses telling them which one to use. This is one of
the examples of technological advances which, according
to Mark Kruysen, Operations Excellence Director at DHL
Supply Chain Benelux, are necessary to keep the logistics
sector up to date. Particularly in today’s tight labour market,

employers leverage all their resources to increase employee
productivity. Some of these technologies eliminate the
need for workers (e.g. a driverless cleaning vehicle which
cleans hallways is currently being developed; this type of
work currently still requires a driver), while others improve
people’s productivity. There are the aforementioned AR
glasses, for example, which will also include a navigation
system in the future. Kruysen states that DHL keeps a close
eye on all advances in technology: from 3D printers
to blockchain and from driverless vehicles to artificial
intelligence. “We always investigate what we’re able to use
ourselves, in the short term and the longer term,” Kruysen
said in a recent article in NRC Next.

including brain games. The Lockdown turned out to be
an exciting blend of creativity, strategy and technology.
It’s not exactly your average recruitment campaign.”

rapidly. In fact, according to Bas Hudepohl, a partner at
QSXL, artificial intelligence (AI) has already become an
integral part of today’s HR policies.

Unique brain profile
The Lockdown is an appealing example of the use of
new technology in an area which, until recently, was the
exclusive domain of people. An experienced recruiter,
offering a combination of experience and gut feeling,
used to be indispensable when it came to finding the
right people for the right jobs. But this is changing

QSXL is a recruitment agency which, aided by data and
algorithms, searches internationally for highly soughtafter, hard-to-find professionals, such as data scientists.
The University of Twente recently enlisted the agency
to find candidates for its Hypatia chairs (named after
the first known female mathematician). QSXL used its
software to trawl through public data to find eligible
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‘‘You want to find out what
the brains of the people you
hire today will be capable of
down the line’’
Eric Castien
Position
Founder and CEO of BrainsFirst
Mission
Selecting the right candidate through an evaluation
platform based on neurosciences and machine learning

candidates around the world, from which it sourced
1,500 high-potential profiles. This resulted not only in
132 actual responses, but also made the highly timeconsuming recruitment process a lot more efficient.
In the related area of selecting new employees, new
technological solutions are quickly gaining traction as
well, says BrainsFirst CEO Eric Castien. His company
develops serious games based on the latest neuroscientific research, through which organisations such
as Air Traffic Control at Schiphol Airport can select
candidates based on highly specific mental skills.
These customised games provide insight into
candidates’ unique brain profiles, Castien explains.
“We look both at what a specific position, role
or responsibility requires from the brain in a
professional sense and at the natural abilities of an
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individual brain. The more in sync those two are,
the greater the likelihood of a good match and
therefore of creativity, engagement and a sense
of wellbeing. Unlike traditional HR professionals,
we’re not so much interested in past performance
(basically, your CV) or current performance (that
is, demonstrating what you’re capable of right
now), as in future performance. For example, it’s
not particularly interesting to know that someone
is a skilled controller now, when you consider that
the field might have changed completely five years
down the line. What we’re looking to find out is
what the brains of the people you hire today will
be capable of an X number of years from now.”
Castien believes the tools companies have
traditionally relied on to select the right candidates
– including IQ and personality tests – no longer
cut it in today’s world. “I wouldn’t go so far as to
say that those tests are useless, but they are highly
unreliable when it comes to predicting performance
in a specific professional context – when in fact
that is exactly what you want to know. I would
say the same thing about the latest games, which
seem designed mainly to create a pleasant candidate
experience. We use our technology to collect
around 1,200 data points in just 45 minutes, which
we can then translate into a brain profile which
is unique to each person. It’s all well and good to
say you’re looking for an intelligent, universityeducated IT professional, but it makes a world
of difference whether you’re looking for a data

Businesses need to invest in new applied technology skills
A leading theorist on people’s relationship to technology
is US HRM consultant Alexandra Levit, whose professional
affiliations include a membership on the Career Advisory
Board, founded by De Vry University in Downers
Grove, Illinois. In her book, Humanity Works: Merging
Technologies and People for the Workforce of the Future
(2018), she states that machines will not so much replace
people, but that we will be seeing a new level of man/
machine dynamics. People will need to be able to interact
with technologies which are more sophisticated than ever
before and will need to possess a skill set that will allow
them to find their way in a digital world and use technology
to achieve their goals.
Levit argues that this interaction calls for specific skills, which
she describes as ‘applied technology skills’ (there are some
commonalities with the well-publicised twenty-first century

skills; for more information, see page 36 and further).
The ability to analyse data is one example of an ‘applied
technological skill’ – one which has become essential in
every industry and for any position that requires tactical or
strategic thinking, the author states.
Levit writes that organisations would do well to critically
review their current competency and skills training and
recruitment and selection processes. As she explains in
her book, most businesses have yet to start looking at
tomorrow’s employees from a ‘future skills’ perspective. At
their peril, as it turns out, because many technological skills
cannot be learned overnight. In Levit’s words: “Your goal
should be to build a community of human workers who are
comfortable with – instead of threatened by – technology
advances.”
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‘‘We use technology mainly
when more of the same won’t
make a difference’’

KLM lets your family members know you’ve landed even before you’re online
analyst, a software developer or an ethical hacker.
The demands on the brain are completely different
for each of these three positions.”
Enhance, not compete
According to CODE D’AZUR’s Nieuwenhuijs, technology
– in particular the combination of robotics and AI –
is regarded by many as a threat, and sometimes even
as having the potential to completely disrupt our
societies. He prefers to see technology as a form of
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human enhancement – something that strengthens and
amplifies our human capabilities. “We use technology
mainly to create new user experiences, especially
when we think that ‘more of the same’ is not going
to make a difference, as in the case of ABN AMRO,”
he says. “If used intelligently, technology can add a
lot of value, especially in the digital realm. People are
vital to creativity, storytelling and creating relevance.
Technology is very suited to communicating that story
of creativity and relevance to the target audience. For

example, we regularly work with KLM, who aim to be
the ‘most caring airline’. If that’s the message you’re
sending out into the world, it needs to be reflected
in the overall customer journey. So we come up with
services and products based on smart technology,
which help create the brand experience. KLM has
introduced a feature called Family Updates, a service
that automatically informs family members that you’ve
landed, even before you have a mobile phone signal or
have located a Wi-Fi network at the gate.”

Castien also reckons people and technology are more
likely to enhance each other than compete with one
another. “Technology can actually ensure that dull,
repetitive tasks are performed by computers, so that
people can focus on those things that cannot be
captured in algorithms: creativity, social interaction
and entrepreneurship. If robots are used to mop the
floors in hospitals, the people doing this work now
could make themselves useful in other ways, say by
chatting with patients, who are probably really in need
of some human interaction. Robots and AI have a great
potential to set people free and take strenuous, physically
demanding work off their hands. But they will need to
be willing and able to quantify those things at which
we excel as humans. When it comes to machines, we
know exactly what they can and can’t do, and what
their expected output is – now and in the longer term.
As for the human brain, we still treat it like it’s a ‘black
box’ of sorts. But the better we’re able to quantify the
specific qualities of our brain, the less ambiguous our
relationship to machines will be.”
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Bol.com’s Talent Acquisition
Director Jaap Rip and IT

					 ‘‘HUMANS
ARE NOT RESOURCES;
THEY ARE HUMAN’’
Director Menno Vis

As one of the leading online retailers in the Netherlands, bol.com has a
constant need for skilled software engineers. Finding this rare breed of
professionals is challenging enough – a challenge that is rendered even more
complex because bol.com has a corporate culture all its own, for which not
everybody is a good fit. While smart software tools go some way towards
resolving this challenge, the human touch remains crucial.
Skilled IT professionals are virtually impossible to find,
but surely for a company like bol.com it shouldn’t be
that much of a problem. After all, who wouldn’t want
to work for the Amazon of the Low Countries?
Rip: “People do tend to think that, but it’s
actually a misconception. Sure, we may receive
a few thousand job applications with very little
effort, but that doesn’t mean that all or even
most of those applicants have what it takes to
work for bol.com. So we end up having to
turn down 99.9% of those people, who also all

“Collaboration is
the magic factor at
bol.com”
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happen to be bol.com customers. Since this is what
we’re trying to avoid, we are highly selective in
terms of whom we invite to apply and who goes
through to the selection process. We’d rather go
from five candidates to one, than from 50 to one.”
What channels do you use to find these elusive IT workers?
Rip: “We’ve got our own careers site, for starters,
where we’re keen to share as much of our
employer value proposition as possible: what sort
of company are we, and what can you expect
when you decide to work for us? We try to get
across something of the unique corporate culture
of bol.com, which tends to be tricky, because you
need to be there in person to really experience
it. Anyway, we set the bar high from the get-go,
to create a type of self-selection process, where
people ask themselves: Am I the right fit? Do I want
to apply for a job here?”
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BOL.COM
Vis: “We also use the networks of our own IT people
and tech recruiters as effectively as possible. In that
sense, attracting, selecting and retaining people is
really the shared responsibility of HR and IT. We’ve
also been pleased to notice it’s very easy to involve
IT workers in this process, as they, of course, also
recognise the importance of being surrounded by the
best and the brightest.”
Rip: “That’s right. We also have a company-wide
employee referral programme, where we ask our
employees if they know any qualified people in their
extended social circle. As we want to encourage them
to share their input, we explain to them how they can
work with our recruiters to open up their network.
We then reward them with a referral bonus if they
end up referring a candidate. We have been doing
this successfully for many years, as we’ve found that
people who join the company through the employee
referral programme tend to perform even better than
those who apply off their own bat because they are
looking for a new job. We focus mainly on passive job
seekers that way.”
Behaviour and impact
You mentioned being quite selective in the recruitment process.
How is that reflected within the company?
Vis: “Our aim is to keep the funnel from candidate to
new hire as short as possible. We use all sorts of tools
for this purpose, including assessment software and
an applicant-tracking system. This system allows you
to set up a ‘digital slide’ of sorts, including a solid
communication system, where you avoid a situation
where managers email each other Excel spreadsheets
containing the names and contact details of job
applicants. The assessment software is evaluated on
an ongoing basis, since we are becoming increasingly
aware of the skills and personal traits someone must

“We need to stay mindful of
the fact that applying for a
job is an emotional process”
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possess to be successful in our company. It means we
get to interview higher-calibre candidates, which is
motivational for both sides: the interviews are more
successful and more enjoyable for both us and the
candidates, with a greater likelihood of a match.”
Rip: “It’s like this: bol.com’s corporate culture has
certain characteristics which are important criteria for
success, and which we really cherish. We cannot lose
sight of these characteristics during the application
process because we happen to have a haphazard
selection process. This is why our recruiters read all
CVs and do not use any automated selection tools.
So, yes, we keep the funnel small, while treating all
candidates the same. We need to stay mindful of the
fact that applying for a job is an emotional process.”
So how exactly do you measure the ‘success’ you mention in the
bol.com corporate culture?
Vis: “We look at both behaviour and impact.
‘Behaviour’ refers to whether someone takes on work
that might be outside their wheelhouse. Do they not
only report any problems they identify, but also try
to resolve them? Do they challenge others? ‘Impact’ is
more about the extent to which candidates are able to
make a difference and demonstrably improve things
for our customers and partners. If candidates have
specific qualities that stand out in terms of impact and
behaviour, we provide the appropriate feedback to the
recruitment cycle.”
Design choices
Rip: “Just to give you an example: we noticed at one
point that candidates were dropping out in the second
round because they lacked resilience. We apparently
did not note this in the preliminary process, and it
was revealed only in the second round. Part of our
corporate culture is having the courage to take risks,
the ability to make mistakes and pick yourself up
again if things go wrong. If you hire people who tend
to avoid risk, this will inevitably affect the speed of
innovation. We test for this particular competency
at an earlier stage of the funnel, which allows us to
create a higher-quality upper funnel. And that’s just
at the people and skills level – this is followed by a
process of skills testing, for which we use a separate
software tool.”

More than 1,800
employees at the
end of 2019

Vis: “We also developed an initial case in-house:
we ask candidates to create a game in a couple of
hours, giving them just a few instructions to go by.
This allows us to tell how someone writes code, and
at what level. Will it lead to something that really
works? Have or haven’t they used specific patterns?
Does the solution have a working front end? And so
on and so forth. We eventually use this as input for an
evaluation: why does someone make specific design
choices? To be able to be a good software engineer,
you need to not only have solid coding skills, but also
be analytical, understand the nature of the project at
hand, be able to ask the right questions, be firm, be
unafraid to discuss the issue with others, and have the
ability to suggest alternatives, so that you can achieve
90 per cent of the result with just 10 per cent of the
effort.”
Despite the use of all those tools, it still sounds like a pretty
labour-intensive process …
Rip: “Yes, it is, but the right quality of hire is our
number-one priority; speed and ‘numbers’ take
a backseat in this case. Experience has shown that
collaboration is the magic factor at bol.com and
that we are all in it for the customer and to create
maximum customer experience. We use technology
where it contributes something, but we insist on
maintaining a human touch, to keep us from turning
into a factory. You could easily end up doing it all
wrong. We also prioritise diversity and inclusion –
we currently have people of roughly 40 nationalities
working in our IT department.”
Strategic recruitment
Vis: “And it doesn’t end there either: we spend a
great deal of time helping people achieve success and
making sure they are given the opportunity to develop

Employs a
10-member tech
recruitment team

x2

Aims to double
its tech recruitment
efforts in 2020

at bol.com. That is to say, how do we ensure people
are in the right place and can contribute as much to
the company as possible? We even appointed a special
director in our IT department who is directly involved
in the community: what can we do to ensure people
feel connected to the engineering community and
support them in this process? We also have generous
budgets available for training and education. One
person might want to take a class in Python coding,
while another may prefer to read a book and a third
person may choose to attend a conference. We
encourage our people to make these types of choices,
as it helps you to develop, which in turn helps
bol.com, as it leads to faster and superior solutions.”

“The right quality of hire
is our priority”
Rip: “You can tell from everything that the
management regards recruitment as strategic to
bol.com. Potential investments are critically reviewed,
and we can implement improvements quickly,
provided we can back this up. This has brought us
to where we are today. Although we’re a company,
we don’t actually produce anything of our own. This
means we rely heavily on our employees, so we need
to treat them with great care. I’ve never really taken to
the term ‘human resources,’ because humans are not
resources; they are human. That’s why we named our
department ‘People&,’ to make clear it all starts with
the people. Everything else follows from there.”
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The Capital of ... Tech

Beijing
International real estate services
provider Savills began publishing
its ‘Tech Cities’ ranking three
years ago. The ranking lists the 30
most successful tech hubs
worldwide based on six categories:
business environment, tech
environment, city buzz and
wellness, talent pool, real estate
costs, and mobility. Each category
is assessed based on its importance
to the technology sector.
The 2019 edition shows the rapid
emergence of several Chinese
cities. Beijing, for example,
received USD 34 billion in venture
capital investments per year over
the past three years – more than
New York City and San Francisco,
which are ranked first and second,
respectively. Recent research by
US tech investor Kleiner Perkins
shows that nine of the world’s 20
largest technology companies are
currently based in China; the
remaining 11 are located in the
United States.
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Everything
Innovatie is Digital

Network
leadership

Roughly half of all management books really boil down to a single issue: once
you’ve worked out a strategy, how do you get your people on board? Employee
workplace engagement and identification with the organisation’s purpose are
by no means a given for many (especially larger) organisations. The use of new
technologies patterned on social media could well turn this around. “Employees
will see the CEO in their timeline, and vice versa.”

Gert Askes (SPARQ360, left)
and Jaap Linssen (OrangeTrail)
at OrangeTrail, on the use of
social technology for internal
communications
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“We also use this technology
to gather feedback from more
introverted employees”
A report with the provocative title Onrust in
Voorspoed (‘Anxiety at a Time of Prosperity’) was
published in the Netherlands last summer. The
report was written by DenkWerk, a think tank which
employs several members of the Dutch leadership
elite, including Hans Wijers, Feike Sijbesma and
Angelien Kemna. The authors note a growing social
and cultural gap in Dutch society, where there is
very little interaction between graduates and nongraduates, who therefore also hardly have access to
each other’s networks.
According to Jaap Linssen, CEO and founder of
consulting firm OrangeTrail, this phenomenon has

Internal communications through Facebook
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also become widespread in the world of
business. “It seems to me that, over the past
few decades, employees in large organisations
have gradually become more alienated from
management. When I talk to board members, they
often tell me they feel they’ve lost touch with their
employees and don’t really know what’s going on
in their minds, particularly those from the younger
generations. They’re finding it more difficult to
connect with these people. Email, corporate intranet
sites and newsletters are really quite dated as
communication media when it comes to strategy and
purpose. We’re attempting to close this gap through
the use of social technology.”
OrangeTrail has implemented software platforms at
several large companies in recent years – including
Booking.com, Nestlé, Heineken,
KNAB, Signify and SHV –
which facilitate a new method
of internal communication.
Linssen: “It’s about solutions
such as Facebook’s Workplace,
Yammer, Microsoft’s Teams, or
Slack. What these technologies
have in common is that they
facilitate direct interaction
between management and
employees. That means
employees see the CEO in their
timeline, and vice versa.”

Carina Hamaker over Yammer
Corporate Communications Director at SHV Holdings

‘‘

SHV is a decentralised organisation comprised of independent, multinational companies employing a total of
around 60,000 people. In this type of structure, it is not always possible to work at a cross-group level and share
knowledge, even though that is really what’s needed. We have therefore been using Yammer at the holdingcompany level since this summer. In addition to facilitating collaboration and knowledge-sharing, we are also
trying to create a sense of community through this technology, by informing people on a shared platform what
the various companies actually do. We are seeing a steady rise in the number of users, even though the master
platform is not yet automatically integrated into the Yammer platforms used by the various companies.

’’

Collective intelligence
Linssen believes these new communication platforms
make it possible to transform traditional top-down
leadership into ‘network leadership.’ “Leaders in
organisations need to understand that employees
possess all kinds of valuable knowledge and that
you can tap into that knowledge by asking them
questions. This technology enables CEOs to tell their
employees: “We will be carrying out some major
product improvements in the upcoming quarter.
Competition in our market is fierce. What do you
reckon our competitors are doing better than us?”.
You can then decide based on their feedback what
strategic direction to take. Instead of a traditionalstyle command-and-control structure, you engage
your people in a meaningful dialogue,” Linssen says.
Gert Askes, CEO and co-founder of consultancy
SPARQ360, is no stranger to this concept. His
company also supplies software to European
and American companies designed to facilitate

a ‘strategic dialogue’ between executive and
operational staff. Askes: “SPARQ360 started out as
an open innovation platform, intended to translate
high-potential ideas into new business models or
cost-saving measures. But the idea is to do this
backed by the entire organisation and not just the
R&D department. However, we soon noticed that
this only works if your employees are engaged, and
that sort of engagement is sorely lacking in many
companies today, to put it bluntly. Our software
enables you to gain access to the organisation’s
collective intelligence using a brief questionnaire
with a feedback loop. We gather feedback on
behalf of management boards on how employees
at all levels at the company regard opportunities
and threats. If you tailor your strategy to that and
share the value you create with the organisation, the
entire company will feel part of the strategic process.
Because everyone will notice what a difference
it makes to be given a say, to know that your
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NPM Capital Associate
Mathieu Devos on Slack
“As an investment firm, we have direct access to
several channels of Slack, the in-company social
media technology used by online grocery retailer
Picnic. The main advantages of this technology
are its user-friendliness and the fact that it allows
for more informal communication than email.
Slack enables users to share information very
quickly and effectively with a large group of
people, where you can also be almost certain
that everyone will read it. Conversely, it is very
easy for our team to find employees within
the organisation and approach them directly.
The only downside is that you must be able to
filter out the channels that don’t contain any
information that’s relevant to you personally. If
you don’t do that, you’ll spend the entire day
at work reading and replying to other users’
messages. Picnic has therefore created a policy
to use Slack as efficiently as possible.”

feedback is heard and used, and that your personal
input will have an impact. If you do this consistently,
you can create a very strong positive flow in the
organisation.”
‘Working out loud’
Linssen explains that today’s social communication
technologies offer another major benefit: they
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“Social communication
technology significantly
improves the quality of
teams and teamwork”
significantly improve the quality of teams and
teamwork. “The traditional way of working goes
something like this: you draft a project plan 1.0,
store it someplace, distribute it and then schedule a
meeting to develop project plan 2.0. Then: wash,
rinse, repeat. It’s not particularly efficient when you
really think about it, because you and your team
are dealing with dynamic information that changes
constantly. Social technology makes it possible,
during the process of writing a project plan, to
gather input from team members and share your
ideas. We refer to this process as ‘working out
loud,’ and this has turned out to be a very powerful
principle: it’s much faster, less prone to error, and
there’s no need to reinvent the wheel each time.
This is how we work in our organisation, and we’ve
learned that 80% of agenda items can be checked
off the list before the meeting has even begun.”
Askes points out that social technology also allows
for a greater variety of perspectives. “Decisionmaking processes in organisations are often
controlled by the more extroverted employees with
quick minds, who are very vocal about sharing
their opinions and ideas,” he says. “However, that
doesn’t mean those people are always right. We
also gather feedback from more quiet, introverted
employees, and present the organisation with ideas

Social technology for internal collaboration
that otherwise would have slipped through the
cracks. We’ve found that it ends up changing the
thrust of the conversation.”
Both men view social technology as the next big
thing for businesses, even if Linssen feels this will
require a change in mentality and overall approach.
“You really need to rethink the way you work,” he
says. “This is particularly true for communications
departments, which have been churning out

management updates since forever and whose
job is now suddenly to facilitate an interactive
and engaging dialogue on the company’s social
business network. But ‘working out loud’ can be a
hard sell in any company at first, as many people
are happy working in their own bubble and may be
reluctant to share work-in-progress with others. Then
again, many former employees have told me they
really miss this particular workstyle.” 
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TECHNOLOGY:

POWERFUL DRIVER

IN THE TREATMENT OF
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES
While treating mental health issues may be the ultimate ‘people
business’, the use of electronic tools has become common currency
in the mental health field, says Martin de Heer, CEO of mental
health care provider Mentaal Beter. As he explains, “data-based
thinking is really in our DNA.”
When healthcare entrepreneur Martin de Heer and several
of his colleagues decided to open their own practices back
in 2004, they were certain about one thing: their desire
to adopt an innovative approach to mental health care.
They were focused on personalised care, a high level of
practitioner-client interaction, and helping clients to regain
their vitality and reclaim their lives. What they felt at least

About Mentaal Beter
Non-clinical mental health care:
generalist basic mental health care
and specialised mental health care

Subsidiary of
NL Mentalcare Group
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NPM portfolio company
Since 2014
Clinics
70 locations with
600 practitioners

Revenue
Approx. €55 million

Acquisition of Opdidakt
Mentaal Beter recently acquired
Opdidakt Holding, an organisation
specialising in providing expert support
to children, adolescents and young adults
with learning differences (e.g. dyslexia)
and mild mental health issues. The
organisation currently employs around
400 special education experts. Opdidakt
will continue to operate under its own
brand name. The acquisition is projected
to increase group revenue to around
€80 million in 2019.

as important was an evidence-based treatment pathway,
which involves conducting tests before, during and after the
treatment. “I think we were one of the first providers in the
Netherlands to adopt this approach,” De Heer says. “Data
was already on our minds when we founded Mentaal Beter,
even though we only used old-school paper questionnaires
back then.”

"We will be seeing
many other new trends
and developments in
our field"
Mentaal Beter has since been incorporated into the
NL Mentalcare Group, along with Vitalmindz and Opdidakt:
a network of mental health practices spread across
approximately 110 locations throughout the Netherlands,
with a total of more than 1,000 psychologists, psychiatrists
and special education experts on staff. The organisation has
also become one of the most innovative players where the
use of technology in treatments is concerned.
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Self-organisation
Mentaal Beter has had a decentralised
structure from the outset, operating small sites
that employ between 12 and 15 practitioners
each. As De Heer explains, this structure –
based on a philosophy developed by the late
Dutch entrepreneur Eckart Wintzen – can
be efficiently expanded at a wider level.
Additionally, the small scale will increase the
level of engagement and responsibility, while
practitioners are more inclined to invest in their
local referral network (comprising GPs and
local councils). Mentaal Beter’s management
model has been based for some time now on
the principles of self-organisation (Holacracy):
the sites are no longer managed by site
managers; instead, the duties are distributed
among the team members. According to
De Heer, this makes the organisation
significantly more flexible.

De Heer: “Most of our clients still physically travel to one
of our sites to see a practitioner, but we also have our own
e-mental health platform, which enables clients to work on
their recovery at home. They even have the option to do
the full treatment from the comfort of their homes, using a
secure video connection at Mentaal Beter online. Although
we have found that most clients still prefer face-to-face
contact.”
Mentaal Beter boasts an all-digital and cloud-based back
office, with a self-evident focus on data security and privacy
(see box). All practitioners store relevant data electronically.
Using this data as input, the system generates fully
automatic reports on areas such as caseload and treatment
progress at the client level, along with management
information for local authorities, health insurance providers

and other stakeholders. “Our practitioners can log on in the
morning, check the various dashboards and be instantly up
to date,” De Heer says. “Our main priorities are learning,
improving and intervening in time, not to create some Big
Brother-type environment. In fact, our practitioners would
never put up with it if we did.”

"We have a rock-solid
platform"
Horizontal supervision
According to De Heer, this strong focus on technology
and data has another advantage: it results in above-average
compliance levels within the company. “In the early years,
it was standard practice for health insurance companies to
analyse your healthcare expenses afterwards,” De Heer
says. “This would often lead to massive insurance claims
and reputational damage, for example because things
weren’t properly registered or weren’t fully compliant
with the protocol. Since we didn’t want to run that risk,
we began investing from day one in a software tool
that assesses all diagnosis/treatment combinations in
advance against the criteria set by the health insurers
themselves. We have become very skilled at electronic
risk management – so skilled, in fact, that we will soon be
eligible for what is known as ‘horizontal supervision.’ This
means health insurance companies basically tell you: ‘We
will no longer check your invoices, but only your system.’
It’s a real milestone, and it tells you that data-based
thinking is really in our DNA.”

Privacy protection
All Mentaal Beheer systems are NEN 7510:2017-certified, which means they comply with
the strictest privacy protection standards. De Heer: “Our field is extremely vulnerable to data
leaks, and we take all necessary measures to avoid data exposure. The rare few times we were
faced with a data leak, it was always because we sent files by regular post. That’s why we
decided to use only our electronic platform for all data exchange in the future. This has become
more timely than ever since the new GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation – Ed.) was
introduced.”
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As it turns out, there have been other milestones to
celebrate. In late 2017, Mentaal Beter became the first
mental health care provider to develop an application (in
conjunction with Stichting Koppeltaal) which enables
users to gain access to specific e-health applications from
different providers, regardless of the type of IT platform
they use. “That was another breakthrough, because up to
that point clients were always limited to a single provider.
Now, we can offer best-of-breed in terms of e-health,”
De Heer says. “That gives both our practitioners and our
clients significantly more freedom of choice when it comes
to selecting the most suitable treatment.”
Due in part to this freedom of choice, as well as to the fact
that waitlists have virtually been eliminated, Dutch GPs are
more often referring people with mental health issues to
the innovative healthcare provider. The organisation also
maintains an active acquisition policy (see box on page 27).
Combined, this has resulted in a doubling of the revenue
between 2015 and 2019 (from €23.5 million to
€55 million). “We can make these acquisitions because
we’ve got a rock-solid platform,” De Heer says. “Many
of the companies we acquire still use paper files, so we’re
leading them into the future as far as the technology is
concerned.”
Intensive treatment
When asked about future trends, De Heer first mentions a
previously announced smartphone app called Vital Health
Engage, developed in association with Philips Healthcare.
Clients can use the app not just to log in to the Mentaal
Beter e-mental health platform, but also to access their
treatment plan and chat with their practitioner. Features
such as a messaging service, tasks, tests and educational
videos are all provided as well. “This is the future,”
De Heer says, “particularly if we can enhance the app

"A smaller-sized
organisation increases the
level of engagement and
responsibility"

Chantal Stoffelsma,
NPM Capital Investment
Manager
“NPM Capital works very closely and
transparently with Mentaal Beheer. They
have achieved an impressive growth
trajectory in recent years, due in part to an
active and successful buy & build strategy.
We believe their innovative approach
makes Mentaal Beheer a player with a great
future and exciting potential, which is just
what we’re looking for in terms of our longterm investment philosophy. They are true
pioneers in the healthcare market and have
demonstrated that new e-health applications
improve treatment outcomes and reduce
waiting lists.”

down the line with monitoring capabilities through the
use of wearables, such as sleep, mood and stress sensors.
Questionnaires are still commonly used in mental health
care, but they’re not always completely reliable. You can
ask someone if they feel stressed, but measuring their
stress level on the spot is a whole different story.”
De Heer thinks technology will play an increasingly
important role in the treatment of mental health issues
in the coming years. “For example, we’re currently
experimenting with the use of VR headsets in treating
trauma and anxiety disorders. It’s early days yet,
but my expectations are high because it enables
very intensive, fully personalised treatment. And
we will be seeing many other new trends and
developments in our field in the coming years.”
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‘‘GETTING
MY HANDS
DIRTY’’
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Orthopaedic surgeon Ivo Buchholz also serves as Chief Medical Officer of
NPM portfolio company Bergman Clinics. The combination of performing
surgeries, daily interaction with patients, being an active part of the
policymaking process and being involved on the commercial end of things
means no day on the job is ever the same for him. We asked Dr Buchholz
to describe the “best job in the world” in 10 keywords.
1.

Business
“I started out as a physiotherapist and only qualified
as an orthopaedic surgeon later on. I cut my teeth
at a regular hospital, where I was soon appointed to a
management position in addition to my medical work.
During my tenure as a manager, I turned orthopaedics
into a separate department, away from the rest of the
hospital, as I was looking to change the organisational
model. Even back then, I realised that when independent
clinics can act more swiftly within the hospital, they can
also attract more committed employees and improve
team spirit. The work I do currently is basically a
continuation of that, except on a much larger scale.”

“Our organisational model is
fundamentally different”
2.

Specialised clinics
“The methods and techniques we use in our medical
treatments here are essentially not all that different
from those used in hospitals. One difference, however, is
that our organisational model is fundamentally different.
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We make clear choices – solely elective procedures in a
number of common problem areas – and ensure quality
through our more narrow focus and the large number
of treatments. Our patients present to us for one specific
procedure, and everything is tailored to that particular
procedure. This creates possibilities which are simply
not available in existing hospital models: a far more
efficient process, short waiting lists and friendly and
personal service.”
3.

Specialisation
“All medical specialists focus exclusively on
a specific sub-area – that is literally all they do.
I personally perform only knee and hip surgery. You
might think of it, somewhat irreverently, as a particular
‘assembly line’ in a factory, except I don’t actually think
of my job as being anything like factory work at all. The
advantage of being restricted to that one area is that you
can continue to specialise and receive the training you
need to reach the top of your field. It is really because
you’re aware of the finer points of that particular type of
surgery that you can continue to hone your technique,
and there’s something very gratifying to me about that.
Your average orthopaedic surgeon working at a hospital
might perform between 20 and 30 hip surgeries a year,

Ivo Buchholz after an operation in
the Bergman Clinics Bewegen in Ede,
the Netherlands
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About Bergman Clinics
The largest network of specialised clinics for elective medical care in the Netherlands

Revenue
Approx. €250 million
in the Netherlands

Headcount
Roughly 2,200
employees in the
Netherlands

Number of clinics
52 in the Netherlands

NPM portfolio
company
NPM Capital
acquired a stake
in NL Healthcare
Clinics in 2011. NL
Healthcare Clinics
and Bergman Clinics
merged in January
2019 and currently
operate as Bergman
Clinics.
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whereas our specialists do between 200
and 300 a year.”
4.

Innovation
“What makes our model innovative
is essentially the organisational model
itself. We offer a self-reinforcing loop
of learning and improving in terms of
quality and efficiency. This applies to
the medical treatment itself, as well as
to interaction with patients and cost
structure. Embracing medical innovations
is also easier in our model, because if a
supplier has a new type of prosthetic or
an alternative technique on offer, they
will be more interested in doing business
with a clinic that performs certain
types of surgery several thousands of
times a year than a hospital that carries
out the same type of operation only a
few times a year. In other words: high
volumes make it possible to test and
implement innovations more quickly.
So the likelihood that we’ll make some
changes on the medical end, doing them
differently from regular hospitals, is
certainly there.”
5.

PhD students
“Specialised clinics such as ours
remained somewhat on the margins
of the Dutch healthcare system for a long
time. They tended to employ specialists
who were fed up with all the red tape
in hospitals, and simply wanted to do
their jobs. We are now taken seriously,
and medical residents and assistant
surgeons tend to prefer working for

a specialised clinic over a regular or
university hospital. We are particularly
interested in hiring high potentials who
want to learn from the finest specialists.
While there will, of course, always
be idealists who want to do scientific
research at a university hospital, I think
that specialised clinics will become more
appealing in the coming years to PhD
students who are interested in improving
standard procedures based on the large
amounts of data we collect here.”
6.

Medical expenses
“Before specialised clinics became
established in the Netherlands, the
cost of hip replacement surgery was
around 10,000 or 11,000 euros. The
price of the procedure has since fallen to
8,000 euros, simply because providers
like us focus on cost-efficiency. This is
not necessarily good news for regular
hospitals, as they used the revenues
generated from these types of common
procedures to cover part of their real
estate costs, which tend to be sky-high.
Since these funds are declining, some
hospitals have run into trouble. Many
hospitals have basically become real
estate management companies whose
sole responsibility is to keep the hospital
as full as possible in order to cover
their property-related expenses, which
prevents them from making any real
strategic decisions. There is also the fact
that the costs of acute care and oncology
keep increasing, as well as those of care
for the chronically ill to an extent.

So many hospitals are in a tight spot financially,
which means they are paying closer attention to how
we organise our operations.”
Practice
“I spend a total of what amounts to two days a
week in management as a CMO – I wouldn’t
want to miss it for anything. That being said, I do
also want to get my hands dirty, so to speak, so that
I’m reminded every day of what it means to work
with patients and interact with the back office and
the assistant surgeons. If I gave that up completely,
I would turn into a full-time manager, and that’s
when the other specialists will eventually stop
accepting me as CMO. You really need to keep one
foot in the world of practice – apart from the fact
that it’s a lot of fun. That’s what makes this the best
job in the world for me.”

plastic surgery division in Hilversum last year: all
specialists in the Netherlands perform their surgeries
there. It really helps that we have organised all the
related facilities so well.”

7.

“Our patients present
to us for one specific
procedure, and everything
is tailored to that
particular procedure”
8.

Patients
“Patients are changing in that they no longer
automatically choose to seek treatment at a local
hospital. They are increasingly willing to travel if
they know they’re going to get higher-quality care,
shorter waitlists and a more personal approach. This
means we can cover an entire region with just a small
number of clinics. For example, we centralised our

9.

Hospitals
“Why did hospitals become hospitals at some
point along the way? Mainly because it made
sense for the various medical disciplines to share a
number of facilities, such as operating theatres, beds
and logistics support. The problem is that hospital
management ends up growing into this behemoth,
creating highly complex, sluggish organisations.
We’re essentially going back to basics: small, flexible
organisations with a maximum of 50 beds and four
operating theatres. It means you can be client-oriented
and work efficiently, without any of the attendant
‘policy creep.’”
10. Cooperation
“We are certainly not opposed to public
hospitals: ideally, there would be some sort of
alliance, where we would be able to collaborate
in certain areas. And sometimes we simply need
hospitals and their resources, like when we need to
lease specialised equipment such as bone-scanning
devices. Fortunately, we have been noticing a
growing mutual respect in recent years, with both
sides accepting that there is room enough for all
of us and that we can peacefully co-exist. This will
ultimately be more beneficial for everyone than
mutual hostility.”
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Twenty-first century
training and education

one size fits one
Workers are faced with an
unprecedented rise in digital
technologies. How will this affect
the skills they need now and
– especially – in the future?
A growing number of
organisations are becoming
aware that keeping people
employable in the long term in a
rapidly changing world requires
more than the odd training course
or two. They are investing in
high-tech learning environments,
with an emphasis on acquiring
twenty-first century skills.

Hans Schuurmans (SkillsTown):
“New economic sectors call for
new competencies”
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Skill or human trait?
On the first floor of the office tower of a company
called SkillsTown, the largest online training provider for
professionals in the Netherlands, CEO Hans Schuurmans
opens the door to a dark room. Once inside, the visitor is
treated to the sight of a painstakingly replicated post-war
office, complete with typewriter, cabinets filled with folders
and an encyclopaedia, and an old-fashioned safe which
can only be opened by punching in the correct code.
The safe contains the key needed to exit the ‘escape
room’, so to speak, which happens to lead into a second,
highly futuristic office space. Here, too, the door to the
hallway remains locked until the visitor has completed his
assignment by managing to find the right combination of
information.
“This escape room is one of the tools we use to show
organisations the difference between ‘old’ and ‘new’
skills, what these skills involve exactly, and how they are
applied in a practical setting,” Schuurmans says. “You
can only leave the first room if you have the presence of
mind to use the encyclopaedia as a source of information,
since you need to hand in your phone before entering
(hence, no Google). In the second room, you’re only able
to gather the information you need if – among other tasks
– you ask the right question to a voice-controlled smart
speaker.”

Hans Schuurmans
Position
CEO of SkillsTown
Mission
Improving the performance of organisations and
individuals through online courses, training and
performance support
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“New economic sectors call
for new competencies”

Schuurmans is one of the authors of the Dutch-language
book 21st century skills – dé uitdaging voor iedere
medewerker en iedere organisatie (‘21st-Century
Skills: The Ultimate Challenge for all Workers and
Organisations’). He defines these skills as ‘those skills
experts believe to be vital to performance in the twenty-first
century workplace.’ As we learn, he is referring to ‘new’
competencies such as collaboration and communication,
proactive behaviour, independent problem-solving and
critical evaluation, self-direction and what is known as
‘digital literacy’: in other words, the ability to effectively
and efficiently use technology such as computers, tablets
and smartphones.
Although the concept of ‘twenty-first century skills’ is
not without controversy (see box), Schuurmans argues
that it is hard to deny that, in the transition to a new,
sustainable economy, we are likely to see the emergence
of numerous new economic sectors that will not only
provide new employment, but also require new types of
skills. “Organisations are wondering how they can train
and prepare their people for a highly digitalised job
market. We consider it our mission to support them in that
process.”
Corporate academy
SkillsTown has created a complete online learning
environment in recent years, patterned on the Spotify and
Netflix models. “Everything used to be centred around the
course, and students had to attend the course at specific
hours and in specific venues,” Schuurmans says. “We
turned all that around by putting the student first. Our
clients purchase a learning environment from us that offers

hundreds of different learning solutions which are both
tailor made and right for the organisation in question.
Individual employees can then decide for themselves what
skills they would like to develop, in a way that brings the
most value to them personally. That’s why our credo is
‘one size fits one.’”
Schuurmans states that the number of providers of these
types of corporate academies has increased significantly
in recent years – albeit with major disparities in terms of
the courses on offer, the level of personalisation, and
user-friendliness. “Lots of companies may use technology,
but often that involves little more than adding digital
media to their classroom environments – webinars, say,
or presentations including video. As for us, we’re much
more concerned with interaction. For example, we have
a module about workplace ethics. One option is to get an
instructor to teach a webinar and explain the concept of
ethics, but of course that’s never going to work. That’s why
we use a resource called ‘we-learning’: an online group
class where students are required to meet at certain times
and carry out specific assignments. It works, because
ethics is something you need to feel and experience

“I believe we’re only at
the beginning of a brandnew trend”
together, as a group. Using the work photocopier to print
off personal items – is that OK? What about making
hundreds of copies for your tennis club newsletter? That
one’s a bit more tricky ... And what about running through
10 entire books for your daughter’s university course?
Where do you draw the line?”

The term ‘twenty-first century skills’ was first introduced
by Bernie Trilling and Charles Fadel in their eponymous
2012 book. In this work, they describe how the concept
was embraced by the OECD (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development) and how it took off from
there, first in the United States and eventually spreading
elsewhere. It has since become a key concept, particularly
in educational communities. But the notion of twenty-first
century skills has also drawn its share of criticism.
Paul Kirschner, Professor of Educational Psychology
at Open Universiteit Nederland (Open University
Netherlands), for example, states that the majority of
adults possess virtually all of the purported ‘twenty-first
century skills’ and that these are often not skills as such
but rather human traits which are intrinsic to some
degree to all human beings and which, by their very
nature, cannot be taught. In fact, Kirshner writes, all
civilisations were founded by problem-solving people who
collaborated and communicated and made clever use of
the methods available. He does acknowledge that many
of today’s workers feel insecure about their long-term
employability owing to the pace at which our societies
are changing. Kirschner regards information literacy (that
is, the ability to find, identify, evaluate and effectively use
information) and information management (the ability to
record, manage and share information obtained) as the
only genuinely new skills of the twenty-first century.

It is these types of online learning methods that are
indispensable when it comes to teaching new skills,
Schuurmans says. “Take the twenty-first century skill ‘media
savvy,’ for example. How can you teach people to tell
‘fake news’ from the real thing and about the risks of
the constant use of social media and all kinds of apps?
These types of questions are as challenging for us as an
online training provider as for anyone. ‘We-learning’ has
proved to be perfect for these types of awareness-raising
processes. I believe we’re only at the beginning of a
brand-new trend.” 
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Blockchain
Transparency in the
supply chain
Can consumers trust that the chocolate bars sold in supermarkets are
genuinely fair trade? Have the free-range chickens found on grocerystore shelves really lived a ‘better life’ as claimed on the packaging,
and how environmentally friendly is sustainably farmed salmon really?
Blockchain technology provides both consumers and all links in the
supply chain with the certainty that the claims printed on product
packaging are accurate. Hendrix Genetics, market leader in animal
genetics, carried out its own blockchain experiment and sees great value
and potential in the technology, says Chief Innovation & Technology
Officer Johan van Arendonk.
What was the impetus behind setting up a pilot
project based on blockchain technology?
“The technology caught our interest, and while
you can choose to read everything you can
about the subject, you can also simply start using
the technology. We believe blockchain offers two
opportunities to address two problems in the
supply chain. The first problem is that Hendrix
Genetics invests in innovative technologies that,
for example, improve the quality of meat at the
bottom of the supply chain. The only thing is,
we don’t reap any financial benefits from that

“Blockchain creates
the option of an actual
supply chain director”
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investment. There is an added value – better or
tastier meat – for which consumers are willing to
pay, but it only has effect way down the supply
chain.”
“The result is that we focus mainly on innovations
of value to the link right after us: pig farmers,
turkey breeders, and so on. We maintain direct
relationships with them and sell them animals,
and they are willing to pay for superior ones.
The current situation, then, thwarts innovations
that pay off further down the supply chain.
The second problem is that the supply chain’s
current structure prevents us from improving
overall supply chain performance. That can
only be achieved by having all the links in the
supply chain work closely together, with each
link having access to the data for all links in the
chain. Blockchain enables you to make all that
information available in a transparent way.”
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“This technology creates
a platform for radically
improving the supply chain”

Johan van Arendonk
Chief Innovation & Technology Officer

Could you explain, in layman’s terms, what a
blockchain is exactly?
“In our case, it’s a separate IT platform to which you
link all the players in the supply chain. The platform
contains an electronic version of a traditional paper
general ledger. All stakeholders have access to this
public electronic ledger, and your entries can no longer
be changed once they have been verified by a type
of online notary. Each entry – that is, segment of data
– is converted into a ‘block’. A transaction such as
‘delivered 10,000 eggs to party A’ represents a digital
record in the electronic ledger, also known as a ‘block.’
Chickens kept by party A hatch these eggs; the hatch
rate is 90%, which results in 9,000 chicks, which are
supplied to party B: a new block. Party B feeds and
tends to the animals, records in the system that 200
animals have died, and supplies 8,800 animals to party
C: this is another block. This creates a ‘chain’ of blocks
which record exactly who performs what transactions
where. The blockchain can be tracked by all users
of the chain, without there being any doubt as to its
accuracy.”
So how does this resolve the problems you outlined?
“Since information remains linked to a specific group
of animals throughout the entire chain, consumers
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buying chicken in supermarkets can see the name
of the slaughter facility on the packaging, as well
as information on the poultry farmer who raised the
chicken, including rearing conditions. They can see
that Hendrix Genetics supplied the chicken. This is all
completely transparent, and all the links in the chain are
encouraged to attain the highest performance levels
and be innovative. Some livestock farmers may rear
the animals using superior, healthier and more efficient
methods than others. This exchange of information
promotes improvement, and the added value in the
form of higher consumer prices affects all players in
the supply chain, since all users have contributed
something of their own. So this technology brings
improvement for all parties involved, while also creating
a platform to facilitate radical improvement across
the supply chain. The chain is currently supply-driven,
which is to say that livestock farmers decide when they
have their animals culled, while slaughter facilities need
to check availability before they can decide where to
sell their meat. Blockchain creates the option of an
actual supply chain director: someone who knows
how much meat will be needed next week, and which
livestock farmers have a sufficient number of animals
of the age and quality required to meet this demand.
It actually gives you access to a demand-driven supply
chain in which supply and demand are in equilibrium,
which is not currently the case, but which would make
the supply chain more sustainable. All in all, the use of
blockchain creates immense opportunities.”
This particular pilot project involved the production of
turkey with the 1-star Beter Leven (‘Better Life’) label,
which was introduced by the Dutch Society for the
Protection of Animals (Dierenbescherming). Why did
you choose this supply chain?
“Because it’s a supply chain in which each link is
subject to additional requirements. As a breeding

company, for example, we are required to supply
chicks of an approved breed. Turkey farmers must
also meet specific requirements with regard to rearing
methods and conditions and the minimum age at
which they can be supplied. The transport company
and the slaughter facility must also meet certain
requirements, and blockchain offers the opportunity
to record and store all these criteria.”
Wouldn’t full transparency in the value creation chain
also constitute a threat to some players?
“Yes, this is certainly true in some cases. Being part of
a blockchain system comes with a price – there’s no
such thing as a free lunch. If anything goes wrong, you
can always trace the root cause afterwards.

Martijn Breen, NPM Capital
Investment Manager
“As an investment company, we strongly
encourage our portfolio companies to be
innovative and explore new avenues. In
the case of Hendrix Genetics, we hardly
have to make an effort in that sense, as
innovation is pretty much their core business.
The promising pilots set out here show us
that the use of blockchain technology can
create significant long-term value both in the
supply chain and within the company. Based
on our long-term investment philosophy,
we are therefore following this trend with
considerable interest.”

Food blockchain is used to chart the egg supply chain
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About
Hendrix Genetics
Business
Global leader in animal genetics:
breeding layers, turkeys, guinea fowl
and pigs; farming salmon, trout and
shrimps

Trading area
Supplying young animals
and hatching eggs to
producers in more than
100 countries
Headcount
More than 3,400
employees worldwide

Revenue
Approx. €550 million

NPM portfolio company
Since 2015

I should add that not all details need to be shared with
everyone: it’s up to the users – and, in the case of
our pilot project, to the label – to decide the minimum
amount of information to share with the rest of the
blockchain community. Users also have the option to
share additional information with specific links in the
chain which is not accessible to all other users. During
the pilot project, for example, we learned that our direct
buyers could optimise their business operations if we
supplied not only the animals, but also specific data
relating to these animals. It is very easy to include this
type of information in a blockchain.”
How come you did not turn this pilot project into an
ongoing operation?
“As I explained, this type of blockchain is an information
system. You need to build and maintain it, which costs
money. These funds need to be raised by the supply
chain as a whole. We collectively concluded that this
specific supply chain is too small in size to warrant
those investments – keep in mind that turkey is a real
niche product in the Netherlands. But we’ve been
active the whole time: we teamed up with Kipster,
Nijsen/Granico and Schuttelaar & Partners to map out
the egg supply chain through a food blockchain. We
started out small, but we’ve begun to gradually expand
the blockchain.” 

The new reality
According to Hans Schoolderman, partner of the PwC Sustainability team and closely involved
in the Hendrix Genetics pilot project, other products are also suited for blockchain technology.
The criteria for eligibility include high added value, while the traceability or demonstrability
of the origin is also important for various reasons. The technology, then, is valuable not only
for tracking live animals, but can also be used for gold, diamonds, coffee, tea and chocolate.
Schoolderman: “In what will likely be the new reality, retailers or NGOs may demand that all
information be made available in the blockchain, and that the product’s origin and subsequent
movements throughout the supply chain can be traced. But it’s at least as important for businesses
to optimise their processes, aided by improved, more detailed access to the data. So there is
absolutely a commercial incentive behind the use of blockchain.”
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NPM Capital is an independent investment company that provides growth capital to medium-sized
and large enterprises that are based in the Benelux. It is an investment partner of entrepreneurs and
management teams with expertise and experience, financial capacity and a comprehensive network.
A focus on improving operational processes, e-commerce and sustainability leads to the creation of
business and shareholder value.
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NPM Capital has over 70 years of experience in the provision of risk capital. The portfolio currently
comprises 25 portfolio companies which are active in a range of sectors, from the manufacturing
industry, food industry and offshore to e-business and healthcare. Common to all of these, however,
is a clear growth or development strategy, highly motivated management and a sustainable
competitive position.
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As an active shareholder, NPM Capital is committed for an unlimited period, as long as the
development phase lasts and as far as it extends. This flexible investment horizon offers space for
value to be created and the NPM Capital investment partner is ideal for family companies, buyouts
and buy & build scenarios.
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SHV
SHV is a privately held family company that aims to maintain its strong position in a number of
operational activities and selected investment activities. SHV invests for the long term, expands and
develops businesses, and provides its customers with excellent value services. All this is possible thanks
to a team of dedicated people who are proud to be a part of SHV.
The company was founded in the Netherlands in 1896 following the merger between a number of large
coal trading companies. After the general decline in the use of coal as a primary source of energy halfway
through the twentieth century, SHV moved into other business areas. Today, SHV is present in 58 countries
on all continents and employs approximately 60,000 people. SHV Groups are active in energy distribution
(SHV Energy), cash-and-carry wholesale (Makro), heavy lifting and transport activities (Mammoet),
industrial services (ERIKS) and animal nutrition and aquafeed (Nutreco). As an investor, SHV is involved in
the exploration, development and production of oil & gas primarily in the North Sea (ONE-Dyas), and it
provides private equity to companies in the Benelux (NPM Capital).
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